WORDS OF WORTH

Worth Hartman, Chaplain

“Windy Gifts of the Spirit”
This Sunday, May 31, the Christian
church celebrates Pentecost. It was
first a Jewish festival, fifty days
from Passover, a harvest
celebration commemorating Moses
receiving the Ten Commandments.
In the Christian tradition it marks
fifty days from Easter and the
coming of the Holy Spirit. In Acts
2:1-21 we are told the Holy Spirit
came unexpectedly, with power, in
strong winds, tongues of flame, and
the “good news” preached in many
different languages and yet all
nationalities understanding.
Pentecost is considered the birthday
of the church and the color
associated with it is red.
God had promised his people the
Holy Spirit, an Advocate,
Counselor, the Helper, and Spirit of
Truth. The Holy Spirit brings fruits
and can work in our lives to
produce love, joy peace, patience,
kindness, goodness, faithfulness,
gentleness and self-control
(Galatians 5:22,23).
In the Pentecost story told in the
book of Acts, the Holy Spirit comes
as a powerful wind, stirring up
people’s lives, reordering their
understandings and values, blowing
down barriers that separate and
divide and creating a community of
all different cultures and languages.
Spirit, wind, breath are all related
words. God’s Holy Spirit blows
into the world like the wind, giving
us new life, hope, and a second
chance for our troubled lives.
God’s Holy Spirit didn’t just blow
through once. It comes to us as we
ask or may appear in our world
unexpectedly. Maybe the Holy
Spirit is blowing through the fear,
chaos and disorder of the corona
virus pandemic. Perhaps God is
working to reorder our lives,
recreate us, reform us, and make us
more compassionate, trusting,
faithful, generous people.
Are we able to learn that we are
fragile, frail, mortals relying on
God for our very life and breath?
Can we realize that we are all in
this together? This virus respects no
national boundaries and affects all

races, cultures, political persuasions,
and social classes. Can we begin to
tear down walls, boundaries,
prejudices, and attitudes that stir hate,
suspicion, and greed? Can we see the
inequalities in access to health care,
decent jobs, and availability of
resources that this health and
economic crisis has revealed? May
our experiences of the past months
open our hearts to neighbors and
deepen our connections to family,
friends, and even enemies. God help
us recognize your Holy Spirit
blowing in our lives. May these days
bring a Pentecost of more love,
compassion, and reliance on God’s
Holy Spirit bringing hope, health and
transformation in our lives. Daniel
Iverson expressed it well in this
hymn:
Spirit of the living God fall
afresh on me. Spirit of the
living God fall afresh on me.
Melt me, mold me, fill me, use
me. Spirit of the living God
fall afresh on me.
ANNOUNCEMENT
Look for the Pentecost Sunday, May
31, 2020 Vesper Service on your
tablets under photos/videos. We are
remembering the outpouring of the
Holy Spirit. The Message is “Caught
Up by the Holy Spirit” Acts 2:1-21.
Be sure and wear red Sunday.
____________________

Indiana Primary Election Absentee
Ballots are due by noon, June 2nd. If
you have an absentee ballot, be sure
to mail it to be received by election
officials on time.

Dietary Appreciation
Larimore Wickett appreciates all of
the dietary staff by displaying San
Pasqual, the Kitchen Patron Saint of
Mexico. “They work so hard and deserve recognition,” he said.
Photo by William Voiles
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Gratitude
Recently, Karlee Dillon, our Human
Resources Manager shared
information to all staff that I thought
was appropriate to share with
everyone. It was shared as a means to
help us all combat Corona-fatigue.

_________________________

Laughter

Submitted by Merle Ritter

A woman saw an electrician walking
up her drive and rushed to the door.
“Why did you come today?” she
barked. “You were supposed to repair
the doorbell yesterday!”
“I know,” the electrician replied. “I
rang three times and there was no answer, so I thought you weren’t home.”
This is the new stress test...we just turn
on the news.

Gratitude is one of the most powerful
tools in your toolkit. It lowers stress
and alleviates a scarcity mindset.
Gratitude makes it possible to have
more meaningful connections and can
significantly increase well-being and
life satisfaction as shown by recent
research. A key to remember when
expressing gratitude is that it should
be specific.
Try to incorporate some of these ideas
into your daily routine and make
gratitude a regular practice in your
life:
1. Start and end each day by sending
two or three emails, texts or social
media messages to family and
friends that you are grateful.
2. Spend Gratitude time. Think abut
things you are grateful for at that
moment. Start at the basics: I am
grateful for trees, for fresh air, for
the shelter over my head. Then
move deeper into your gratitude
with more specific concepts. You
mind will wander and that’s okay.
Bring it back to gratitude as often
as possible.
3. Play “High, Low, Cheer” with
your family, friends and
neighbors. Each person should
share something that went really
well in their day, something that
didn’t go well, and something for
which they are grateful. Sharing
gratitude with others is important.

4. Write thank you notes each week.
We all appreciate a hand-written
note.
5. Practice gratitude meditation.
There are free apps available that
will take you through gratitude
meditations like “Calm” or
“Headspace.”
Gratitude can be shared or practiced
internally. Either way, it pays
dividends. The more you do it, the
easier it gets and the more natural it
becomes for your brain to consider
what you are grateful for. During this
difficult time, it feels like a lot of
things are out of our control and
stress levels are high. Now, more
than ever, be intentional about
noticing what is going well and lean
into feelings of gratitude.
_______________________

Helen Bennet pictured with
Colonel Charles F. Bolden,
Space Shuttle Columbia pilot
(see story to right)
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SpaceX—Falcon 9

Laurie Wilson

You already know the SapceX first
crewed mission aboard Falcon 9
launch was scrubbed due to weather,
but do you really know what the Falcon 9 program comprises?
“Falcon 9 is a reusable, two-stage
rocket designed and manufactured by
SpaceX for the reliable and safe
transport of people and payloads into
Earth orbit and beyond. Falcon 9 is
the world’s first orbital class reusable
rocket. Reusability allows SpaceX to
re-fly the most expensive parts of the
rocket, which in turn drives down the
cost of space access.” So far the Falcon 9 has launched 83 times; has had
44 landings; and re-flown 31 rockets.
Space and astronauts are always of
interest to people, young and old. In
fact, because of the current mission
by SpaceX, it was brought to my attention that Helen Bennet met Columbia shuttle pilot Col. Charles F. Bolden! Col. Bolden projected slides to
Helen’s sixth graders at Kennedy Elementary School, which were taken
during the six-day shuttle mission.
The SpaceX Falcon 9 will (hopefully)
launch on Saturday, May 30, at 3:22
pm. The task is especially complicated because, not only does the forecast
at the Cape Canaveral launch pad
(and the surrounding area) need to
meet certain criteria, but so does the
weather thousands of feet into the atmosphere along the flight path. As
well, the East Coast and North Atlantic must also be free of active weather, in case the astronauts are required
to abort the launch and splash down
into the ocean.
You can watch the launch on Fox.

A Week at a Glance…
Health Center

A Week at a Glance…
Assisted Living
Jill Armantrout

Debbi Johnson

Please check with your activities
staff for information on daily
activities at this time.
______________________

Do Las Vegas churches
accept gambling chips?

William Voiles

This may come as a surprise to those
of you not living in Las Vegas, but
there are more Catholic Churches
than casinos.
Not surprisingly, some worshipers at
Sunday services will give casino
chips rather than cash when the
basket is passed.
Since they get chips from many
different casinos, the churches have
devised a method to collect the
offerings.
The churches send all their collected
chips to a nearby Franciscan
Monastery for sorting and then the
chips are taken to the casinos of
origin and cashed in.
This is done by the chip monks.
___________________

Window Washing
Many residents know that we
normally wash all the windows on
our campus beginning in June. This
year window washing has been
postponed as a result of the onsite
visitor restrictions. We are simply
trying to eliminate potential contact
with outside vendors. This will be
rescheduled for a later date.
Thanks for your understanding.

Fridays
1:00-3:00
Door to door:
Daily Chronicles
Printed devotions
Travel Club
Turn in grocery orders
Saturdays:
1:00-3:00
Door to door:
Daily chronicles
Trivia/Humor
Bingo prizes distributed
Sundays:
3:00-5:00
You Tube service available
See TV listing for spiritual guidance
Devotions distributed with lunch
Mondays:
1:00-3:30
Resident shopping deliveries
Daily chronicles in mailbox

In Memoriam

Brain Teaser

Deloria Burns

Mental Rotation is a key ability to read
maps, play chess, arrange furniture, etc.
Mental rotation relies mostly on the
parietal areas towards the back of your
brain . Can you determine (in 30
seconds) if each number is written
normal or reversed? Don’t tilt your
head or move the paper.

Please keep her families in your
thoughts and prayers.
____________________

Fun Facts

Tuesdays:
Door to door:
Daily chronicles
Cook’s corner treats
Name that staff trivia
Bingo #’s given
5:30-wellcheck calls

Thursdays:
Door to door:
Daily chronicles
Afternoon fitness tips
Traveling music cart
Bingo #’s given
5:30-wellcheck calls

Last week’s answer: Keyboard
________________________

Independent Living
Residents—Housekeeping
Independent Living apartment cleaning
is still suspended. As a reminder, we
have eliminated all non-essential
activities to reduce exposure in
apartment. We appreciate your
understanding.
________________________

Wednesdays:
Door to door:
Daily chronicles
Printed devotions
Popcorn delivery/movie trivia
Bingo #’s given

Laurie Wilson

This week I included a video tour of
the Titanic, which many have
appreciated. But most interesting is
the note I received from Helen
Olson: “My Grandfather John
Griffin was a carpenter who was one
of the builders of the Titanic in
northern Ireland!” It makes me want
to re-watch the video, which can be
found on your tablets in the photo
section, with a different perspective.

Charlie Case

If you borrowed a flat walker from
the mail room and still have it in
your apartment, it needs to be
returned. Please give me a call and I
will pick it up from your apartment.
To determine if it is a walker that
belongs to WVN, it will have a
number written on the bar. Thank
you.
I have included more videos on your
Touchtown app, including How it’s
Made: Pencils. I will change the
How it’s Made series each week, so
look for more manufacturing videos.
I have also included a tour of the
Guggenheim museum this week.

_____________________

Birthday
John Swan (Elm 155) has a birthday,
Saturday, May 30. His name was
inadvertently left off of the May
birthday list. Please wish John a Happy
Birthday.

A Week at a Glance…
Independent Living
Laurie Wilson
As you continue to work on your art
project, these are early submissions
that may inspire you:

Carl & Alma Herr

Art projects are due June 2.
Cottagers, I will go around on the
golf cart beginning at 1:00 pm to
look at them, so please either have
them displayed on your porch, or
send me an email picture. If it is
raining, I will look at them the next
day. Tamarack and Elm residents,
please display them on your shelves
or trays outside your door. I am sure
everyone will be excited to see the
wonderful creativity displayed!

Unfortunately this is one fun fact you
probably can’t repeat to your friends—
and that’s because it’s nearly
impossible to pronounce.
Taumatawhakatangihangakoauauotamat
eaturipukakapikimaungahorounukupok
aiwhenuakitanatahu, a city in New
Zealand has 85 letters in its name.
And in the US, you may find
Chargoggagoggmanchauggagoggchaun
bunagungamaugg, a lake also known as
“Webster Lake” in central
Massachusetts.

Independent Living

Ruth Iliff

Diane Kaercher

Martha Jungclaus

